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Railway ballast degradation under dynamic loads progressively leads to loss of mechanical performance and geometry
of the track, so that maintenance interventions are frequently needed. In order to systematically avoid this issue, recently
solutions have been proposed to reinforce track-bed by using polyurethane and/or resins as well as asphalt layers among
others. Nonetheless, their main limitations are related to the high initial cost and low productivity.
To cope with these limitations, in this study, bitumen stabilized ballast (BSB) is proposed as a new solution for ballast stabilization. This method aims at improving durability and reducing settlement by modifying both stiffness and the
ability of energy dissipation of the layer. The paper introduces the potential of this technology as material to be used in
railway track-beds by presenting the results of a laboratory-based investigation using the Precision Unbound Material
Analyser (PUMA). Different variables such as ballast grading, bitumen emulsion dosage, compaction method and stress
levels are considered. Results showed a significant decrease in permanent deformation and deformation rate associated
with modified stiffness and energy dissipation properties of BSB, which suggest the potential for improving long-term
performance and sustainability of ballasted track.
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1. Introduction

In recent decades various authors have proposed innovative solutions and technologies in order to reinforce the track-bed and mitigate ballast degradation. In this regard, the use of elastic elements
such as under sleeper pads, under ballast mats or crumb rubber mixed
with ballast aggregates, from elastomeric materials or from tire rubber
wastes, can provide a significant reduction in track deterioration and
vibrations [2,5,6]. These solutions also allow adjusting track vertical
stiffness to a desired level for each specific spot. However, the use of
elastic elements within (in high proportion) or below the ballast layer
can reduce the bearing capacity and thus may increase the global settlement [6,7].
Another solution widely investigated and applied over the past
few decades is the use of geosynthetics, which by decreasing both
vertical and lateral deformation can increase intervals between maintenance operations [8–11]. Within the same family are considered
polyurethane-based techniques, which provide (when cured) a 3D reinforcement similar to geocells [12]. In this regard, Dersch et al.
[13] used a material known as Elastrotrack® (rigid-compact type of
polyurethane coating ballast particles) to reinforce the ballast layer
obtaining an increase in the shear strength of treated specimens of
40–60% as well as a relatively small decrease in particle breakage
(3–5%). Kennedy et al. [14] used a similar material (supplied in the
United Kingdom by XiTrack™) injected into the ballast layer in order
to reinforce a full-scale ballast layer. Their results showed decrease
in ballast settlement of 95–98% with respect to the reference material. The same material in a rigid-foam version has been investigated
by Keene et al. [15], highlighting the advantages in terms of application and curing time with respect to the other polyurethane-based techniques.
Ballast bonding is another stabilization technology towards different objectives: enhance mechanical properties of ballast layer, pre
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1.1. Background of the problem and state of the art
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Ballast is a granular structural layer of the railway substructure and
it’s composed of uniformly graded particles between 22 and 63 mm.
The ballast layer’s main functions are to provide a solid and uniform foundation for the sleepers, transmit and reduce the stress from
passing trains to acceptable level for the subgrade, provide adequate
drainage, provide a desirable degree of elasticity and an adequate level
of noise and vibration adsorption [1,2]. Its ability to perform these
functions is strongly related to the physical state of assembly, particle characteristics and load characteristics [2]. Nonetheless, stresses
generated at contact points by traffic and maintenance progressively
lead to particle degradation, a process known as fouling. The structural integrity of fouled ballast can be compromised leading to track
loss of mechanical performance and accelerating geometry deterioration. Thus in order to keep the stability and geometry of the track at
standard comfort and safety levels, frequent maintenance is needed,
both ordinary (tamping) and extraordinary (renewal).
However, frequent tamping action, which is the conventional routine maintenance, contributes significantly to ballast degradation and
consequently leads to a vicious circle where even more maintenance
is needed [3]. Ballast maintenance accounts for a high proportion of
maintenance costs (approximately 30% of annual maintenance budget) and material consumption [4]; therefore in order to shift towards
more sustainable railway infrastructures, new methods at both design
and maintenance strategy levels must be adopted.
⁎
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1.2. Proposed solution: bitumen stabilized ballast (BSB)

F

This technology consists in the use of bitumen emulsion, poured
from above in a similar fashion to that of stone filled emulsion asphalt
[25]. The concept behind this solution is a reinforcement method applied during a routine maintenance operation that can increase ballast
durability and keep good drainage properties, for a relatively low cost.
The technology development has to take into account several requirements, such as application method, maintainability, permeability
of the stabilized layer, short-term and long-term properties among others. A large amount of variables has to be investigated: dosage of bitumen emulsion, bitumen emulsion properties, solid content and bitumen properties, ballast layer compaction, ballast fouling level, water damage and temperature among other. In this study, investigating
the potential of this stabilization method to effectively improve track
behaviour, only a few of them are considered, following a two steps
methodology.

OO

vent flying ballast in the high speed lanes lifting of particles by high
speed trains, increase track-bed lateral resistance on curves, among
others [16,17]. Its applications, especially in transition areas, showed
a reduced need for maintenance.
Most of these technologies have been successfully applied in railway hotspots such as bridge transition areas, railway points, level
crossings, small radius curves, rail joints, etc. in order to mitigate the
impact of ballast degradation. However the main limitations of their
application are high initial cost [18] and low productivity [17], putting
them in the category of extraordinary maintenance operations.
Another solution with worldwide application is the use of asphaltic
layers within the railway substructure to enhance performance, improve the stress distribution, dampen dynamic overloads, and lower
vibrations [19–23]. Nevertheless this kind of solution needs to be implemented at the construction stage or during track renewal.

2. Methodology

The performance has been evaluated using the Precision Unbound
Material Analyzer (PUMA) test [26] [27], a relatively practical test,
similar to the K-Mould [28] and the Springbox [29] suited to both unbound and stabilized material, jointly developed between the University of Nottingham and Cooper Research Technology.
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In order to cope with the above-mentioned limitations in this paper the authors propose a structural solution for track-beds that aims
at improving durability through a stabilization of ballast that can reduce vertical permanent deformation by modifying both stiffness and
the ability of energy dissipation of the layer. This solution is bituminous stabilized ballast (BSB) (Fig. 1) [24].
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Fig. 1. Configuration of conventional ballasted track-bed, hot mix asphalt (HMA) used as underlayment and overlayment, polyurethane stabilized ballast (PSB), and proposed technology (BSB).
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gate particles before the BE was added. Based on Ojum [33], 2% was
selected as optimum pre-wetting water content.

Table 1
Mechanical and physical properties of Bardon Hill Quarry granite ballast.

2.2. Test planning
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The investigation was divided into two stages. In the first stage the
effect of the percentage of bitumen emulsion used for stabilization was
analyzed together with the influence of the compaction method used.
The percentages studied were 2% and 3% by weight. This range of
percentage was chosen according to typical bitumen stabilized materials used for cold mix purposes on roads [34].
Bitumen stabilized ballast (clean, C-BSB, and fouled, F-BSB) was
compared to clean and fouled ballast used as references.
Since ballast behaviour depends upon its level of compaction [17],
at this stage two different methods were used in order to analyze their
influence on performance. In the first method (a) samples were compacted by manual shaking of the mould [27], carried out after each
third of material was poured into the mould; in the second method (b)
the whole sample was poured and then compacted by a vibrating hammer through a plate for approximately 60 s. These two methods simulated the situations when a dynamic track stabilizer is used or not used
after construction or routine maintenance.
Traffic was simulated by applying dynamic loads equivalent to an
average contact stress of 200 kPa, which is considered to be appropriate to simulate a typical train loading effect [8,35].
In the second stage of this study, performance of BSB under a
higher level of stress (300 kPa) was predicted simulating dynamic
loading of high-speed trains, freight train loads or dynamic effects
caused by rail or wheel surface imperfections [2,15]. In this second stage, tests were carried out for only one compaction condition,
namely compaction by vibrating hammer on F-BSB with 3% BE, as
well as reference materials.
The test plan is summarized in Fig. 3. More test conditions were
explored for fouled ballast stabilization in order to evaluate the potential of this method to improve performance of an already degraded
material.
Both dry and wet conditions were tested for unbound material in
order to understand the influence of moisture content for this type of
test. For each test the compaction method is indicated as (K) for vibrating hammer (Kango) and (M) for Manual shaking.
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The materials used for this study include: virgin aggregate, bitumen emulsion and water. The ballast used in this study was granite
aggregate sourced from Bardon Hill Quarry in Leicestershire, (United
Kingdom). Table 1 shows the main physical and mechanical properties of the aggregates, which are compliant with European Standards.
In this study, ballast was tested for different conditions using two
gradations: (i) clean ballast; (ii) fouled ballast. With its high percentage of particles lower than 22.4 mm the specimen can be considered
highly degraded [30,31].
In order to have a maximum particle size smaller than 1/6th the diameter of the specimen, both clean and fouled ballast had to be scaled
using the parallel gradation scheme [32]. Due to the dimensions of the
PUMA mould (150 mm height, 150 mm diameter), the curves were
shifted horizontally along the x-axis in order to have a maximum particle size of 20 mm, as shown in Fig. 2. To obtain the scaled gradations 4 different nominal sizes were combined (only mineral fouling
from breakage of particle breakage was considered): 20 mm, 14 mm,
10 mm and 6 mm.
The bitumen emulsion (BE) used for stabilizing the ballast was a
cationic bitumen emulsion that has affinity to a wide range of mineral aggregates and promotes adhesion of bitumen to a wide range of
aggregate materials. This BE provides a bonding effect between particles, and is effective for use in all weather conditions [33]. Its name
is Nymuls CP 50, supplied by Nynas Bitumen. The main properties
of the emulsion are reported in Table 2. Pre-wetting water was used
to lubricate the aggregate and activate the surface charges on aggre
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2.1. Materials
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Standard

Test result

Network specification

Los Angeles abrasion [%]
Micro Deval [%]
Flakiness index [%]
Length [%]
Fine particle content [%]
Fines content [%]
Particle density [Mg/m3]

EN 1097-2
EN 1097-1
EN 933-3
RT/CE/S/006
EN 933-1
EN 933-2
EN 1097-6

16
7
FI25
LRBA
GFRB A
fRB A
2.77

⩽20
⩽7
⩽35
LRBA
GFRB A
fRB A
–
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Fig. 2. Parallel gradation curves of clean and fouled ballast.
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Standard

Nymuls CP 50

Appearance
Particle surface electric charge
Binder content [%]
Breaking behaviour [s]
Penetration [dmm]
Softening point [°C]

–
–
EN 1428 or EN 1431
EN 13075-1
EN 1426
EN 1427

Black to brown liquid
Positive
60
>170
47
52

2.3. Test set up
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After sieving operations ballast samples were poured into the
PUMA mould and compacted. In the case of wet ballast, the sample
was previously mixed with water in order to have moisture content
(MC) of 2%.
In the case of BSB, after compaction, the emulsion was poured taking care to obtain an approximately homogenous distribution on the
ballast surface. During this operation the emulsion flowed along the
path of least resistance, through the pores within the ballast. After this,
specimens were cured for 72 h at 40 °C, simulating long-term curing
[33].
Fig. 4 shows the appearance of the stabilized ballast after the emulsion had set. It can be noticed that it appears similar to an open graded
asphalt mix.
Once the set-up of the specimens was concluded they were tested
using the NU loading frame, which is a piece of equipment com
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monly available in UK materials testing laboratories and widely used
for the testing of asphalt samples [36].
The equipment was used to apply repeated compression load to the
samples and to record the resulting vertical displacement, by means
of a pair of Linear Variable Differential Transformers (LVDTs). A
deeper description related to the PUMA apparatus is available in
Thom et al. [26] and D’Angelo et al. [27].
Data were recorded during each cycle for the first 100 repetitions,
each 10 cycles from cycle 100–1000 and then every 1000 cycles thereafter. Data readings taken during the cyclical load testing included axial load, axial deformation, circumferential deformation, and confining pressure. All the tests were conducted by applying a cyclic load
as a 5 Hz haversine, bell-shaped loading pulse with peaks (200 kPa or
300 kPa) and rest loads (11.7 kPa) [37] for 200,000 repetitions. This
frequency is considered corresponding to the frequency measured in
situ for a train speed of 100 km/h [38] and is commonly used in laboratory dynamic tests simulating railway traffic loading [39]. A constant initial confining pressure of 10 kPa was applied to all the specimens as representative of the in-situ confining pressure of self standing ballast [40]. All the tests were carried out at a controlled temperature of 20 °C.
These conditions, even if they are not fully simulative of real track,
are considered adequate to reach a stable behaviour as demonstrated
for similar tests on granular materials [15].
The majority of the tests were carried out twice and for those a
good repeatability was observed: test pairs always within 6% of each
other.
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Table 2
Bitumen emulsion physical and rheological properties.
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Fig. 3. Test plan.
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Fig. 6. Cumulative plastic strain over the cyclic vertical compression testing for Clean
ballast and C-BSB specimens.
Fig. 4. Visual appearance of the stabilized ballast after emulsion setting.

Table 3
Effect of ballast stabilization on the plastic strain rate (long-term behaviour) of clean
and fouled ballast.
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3. Results and discussion

3.1. Influence of the compaction method and the % BE on clean and
fouled ballast
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Fig. 5. Cumulative plastic strain over the cyclic vertical compression testing for Fouled
ballast and F-BSB specimens.

Clean

BSB
2%
(M)

BSB
3%
(M)

BSB
2%
(K)

BSB
3%
(K)

Dry
(M)

Dry
(K)

Wet
(K)

BSB
2%
(K)

BSB
3%
(K)

PSR: ×105 [mm/cycle]
5.13 3.79 4.10 2.96

1.34

1.53

1.16

3.83

2.12

3.73

0.75

0.70

Wet
(M)
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Figs. 5 and 6 show the ballast cumulative plastic strain for the reference fouled and clean ballast and the stabilized materials, recorded
during the dynamic tests. Results shows that overall stabilized specimens exhibited lower plastic strains than the reference ones, as it
happened for other stabilization techniques [12,13,15,41]. In particular: 0.53% and 0.61% for F-BSB (K) against 1.30% and 1.34% for
Fouled ballast (K); 0.88% and 1.02% for F-BSB (M) against 1.53%
for Fouled ballast (M); 0.39% and 0.40% for C-BSB (K) against
1.21% and 1.23% for Clean ballast (K). With the aim of evaluating
also the long-term behaviour, Table 3 lists the plastic strain rate (PSR)
measured over the last 20,000 cycles, when the behaviour was stable,
according to Eq. (1):

Fouled

Dry
(K)

Wet
(K)

(1)

where
is the number of cycles and
is the plastic variation
during the stable range considered.
In this regard, results show that the stabilization technique overall significantly decreased also the deformation rate and consequently
could improve the durability of ballast layer.
The influence of the compaction method on vertical plastic deformation confirms its importance on the in-track behaviour [17].
Namely all specimens compacted by Kango (K) resisted permanent
deformation better. Nonetheless this difference was greater for fouled
ballast than clean ballast, which ties in with the findings of Thom and
Brown [42] in relation to shear strength of materials with different uniformity coefficients. The underlying reason may be that single-sized
materials require less compactive effort to achieve their maximum
density.
Overall an increase of % BE corresponded to an important decrease in both permanent deformation and deformation rate, especially
for F-BSB. This effect was less evident in the case of C-BSB and suggests that the amount of bitumen corresponding to 2% BE was already
close to the maximum that could be retained due to the small number
of particle contacts in clean ballast.
The effect of a small increase in MC both for clean and fouled ballast was a small increase in plastic strain, as expected [2].
From the data recorded during the dynamic tests it was possible to
calculate the resilient modulus as in Eq. (2):
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(2)

where
and represent the deviatoric stress and resilient (recoverable) strain, respectively.
Its plot against the number of loading repetitions is reported in
Figs. 7 and 8. After 100,000 cycles when the behaviour is stable, from
the hysteresis loop (strain-stress diagram) the dissipated energy values
were calculated. The effect of % BE on the average resilient modulus and dissipated energy, under the same compaction method (K), is
highlighted in Fig. 9.
Overall it can be noticed that there is an increase in the values of
resilient modulus and dissipated energy in the BSB specimens with respect to reference materials. In this case, the % BE had a higher influence than the compaction method for the resilient modulus of BSB
specimens. From Fig. 7, in fact, it can be noticed that F-BSB specimens with 3% BE had slightly higher stiffness values than those with
2%, regardless of the compaction method. In contrast C-BSB exhibited a higher stiffness with 2% BE. This last result is probably associated again with the maximum quantity of bitumen emulsion that can
be retained within a nearly single-sized material.
The effect on dissipated energy seemed to be approximately independent of the % BE and the compaction method. However, BSB
specimens exhibited an average increase of approximately 35% and
40% with respect to the fouled and clean ballast reference materials,
respectively. In this sense, viscoelastic behaviour of bitumen added to
the material very desirable hysteretic damping properties. This is to be
expected since the presence of bitumen induces energy loss due to viscous effects, adding to the frictional energy losses taking place due to
inter-particle slip within ballast [43,44].
Variation of both of these two parameters can improve track-bed
performance: low levels of stiffness could increase flexural deformation and consequently the bending moment of the rail (and thus its
stresses) as well as track-bed settlement [6,7,45]; on the other hand,
increasing the stiffness can lead to higher dynamic forces transmitted
by trains that, if not adequately damped, necessarily lead to the deterioration of all components of the track [46]. In this regard, increasing
the energy dissipation is appropriate for damping dynamic overloads,
reducing track-bed and ground vibrations and therefore maintenance
costs [43]. Nonetheless it has to be also noted that on excessively flexible tracks, energy dissipation can also lead to important increase in
rolling resistance and thus service costs [46].
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Fig. 7. Resilient modulus over the cyclic vertical compression testing for Fouled ballast
and F-BSB specimens.
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Fig. 8. Resilient modulus over the cyclic vertical compression testing for Clean ballast
and C-BSB specimens.

Fig. 9. Average resilient modulus over the cyclic vertical compression testing (left) and dissipated energy in each loading-unloading cycle (right) for clean ballast, fouled ballast,
C-BSB and F-BSB specimens (K).
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3.2. BSB properties under high stress level
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4. Conclusions

This study presented the analysis of the potential of bitumen emulsion, poured at ambient temperature, as stabilization method for clean
and fouled ballast. BSB aims to reduce track-bed settlement and increase durability by modifying ballast mechanical behaviour. The final scope is to propose an overall more sustainable solution for railway track-beds, which is more viable than the existing similar technology in terms of economics and applicability and therefore has the
potential of improving existing ballasted tracks.
For this purpose, a laboratory study has been developed to analyze
the effectiveness of this technology under different conditions with a
relatively practical test suited to both unbound and stabilized materials
(PUMA).
The obtained results led to the following conclusions:
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After the first stage, from the obtained results it was decided to
continue the investigation by comparing the optimum case of F-BSB
with the reference ones, subjected to high stress level. Furthermore,
due to the resulting better influence on predicted performance, only
the vibrating hammer was used as the compaction method.
Figs. 11 and 12 show the results of the final plastic strain, average resilient modulus and dissipated energy for specimens cyclically
loaded with a peak stress of 300 kPa.
Comparing these results with those obtained at 200 kPa highlights
the non-linearity of unbound and stabilized behaviour [48]. Specimens, in fact, exhibited higher values of stiffness than those tested at
lower stress, all other conditions being the same.
Moreover, under high stress level bitumen emulsion stabilization
confirmed the improvements discussed in Section 3.1. It reduced the
plastic deformation by approximately 50% and increased the stiffness by approximately 20%. Both results are comparable with other
stabilization techniques [14,15,49]. However a major variation was
found in terms of dissipated energy per cycle. If, under ordinary stress
level, BSB showed the potential to dissipate approximately 40% more
energy than the reference material, when the level of stress was in

creased this value grew up to 150%. Nonetheless, as noticed from Fig.
10, this difference is not caused by an increase in deflection (which is
not desirable as stated in Section 3.1) but by the modified viscoelastic
mechanical behaviour of BSB.
In this regard, besides the general improvement to track-bed performance, ballast stabilization can be considered potentially more effective for severe conditions of loading.

PR

In this case of BSB, the increase in dissipated energy per cycle is
due to the viscoelastic behaviour provided by the bitumen component
rather than a more flexible behaviour, as can be noticed from Fig. 10.
This result correlates well with results obtained by Sol-Sanchez et al.,
who compared mechanical behaviour of track-bed sections with granular or bituminous sub-ballast [7]. Thus by modifying both the stiffness and damping characteristics of the ballast layer, BSB can effectively reduce deterioration and maintenance associated costs.
Looking at Figs. 7 and 8, as highlighted in the preliminary study
of D’Angelo et al. [27], BSB specimens all exhibited the same behaviour, different from granular materials. Namely, their values of
resilient modulus increased over the first 50,000 cycles and thereafter slightly decreased with approximately the same slope. Otherwise,
all the other specimens, as expected from granular materials, after
the first 10,000 cycles characterized by plastic hardening [47], exhibited approximately constant (or slightly increasing) values of resilient
modulus. In this regard, BSB behaviour mirrors closely the fatigue experienced in cyclic tests by bituminous materials.
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• At ordinary stress level, the use of bitumen emulsion as stabilization
method led to a significant decrease of ballast permanent deformation and deformation rate, higher when the dosage was increased.
This suggests a good potential of this technology for improving both
the short-term and the long-term characteristics to mitigate the problem of ballast settlement.
• At the same time, an important role was played by the compaction
method: in particular, results indicated better and more stable behaviour when compaction by vibrating hammer was used. Therefore, in the second stage of the study only this compaction method
was used.
• BSB specimens exhibited a relatively small increase in stiffness,
which, especially in the case of fouled ballast, was related to the
amount of BE poured (the higher the stiffer). In this regard, an optimum content that depends on the type of emulsion and ballast grading has to be evaluated. This stiffening effect can be beneficial for
reducing rail deflection and stresses and track-bed settlement.

Fig. 10. Stress-strain hysteretic loops for different specimens at high stress level.

Construction and Building Materials xxx (2016) xxx-xxx

obtained results suggest that this technology has the potential to significantly reduce ordinary and extraordinary maintenance, therefore reducing the lifecycle costs and increasing the environmental sustainability.
The authors are already working on the up-scaling of this technology based on a hypothetic scenario that in-track application of BSB
could be carried out during a routine maintenance operation by lifting the sleeper and blowing the optimum amount of bitumen emulsion (related to ballast gradation) into the ballast/sleeper contact area.
If track geometry correction becomes necessary, stoneblowing would
be the ideal maintenance operation since it would not disturb the stabilized layer. Also tamping could be applied, if absolutely necessary;
but loss of cohesion would result in the ballast reverting back to an
unbound state. With regards to extraordinary maintenance, coated particles from BSB would not represent a problem since they would be
available for recycling at the end-of-life. Further understanding of the
BSB performance in real scale, its applicability and maintainability,
optimization of the type of bitumen and emulsion properties as well as
the influence and optimisation of other variables are in progress.

Fig. 11. Final plastic strain after 200,000 cycles (300 kPa).
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• However, higher levels of stiffness can lead also to increased dynamic forces. In this regard, tests carried out at both ordinary
(200 kPa) and high (300 kPa) stress levels showed a significant increase in dissipated energy with respect to reference materials. This
was not related to higher elastic deflection (which could have affected also rolling resistance) but to the changed mechanical behaviour of BSB (see Fig. 10). Thus, BSB viscoelastic properties are
highly desirable to dampen dynamic overloads.
• Moreover, by comparing results obtained at 200 kPa and 300 kPa
an important variation in the damping characteristics of BSB can be
noticed. This suggests that this technology can be even more effective for severe conditions of loading.
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Based on this research BSB could represent a feasible solution to
mitigate the problem of track-bed deterioration and settlement. The

Fig. 12. Average resilient modulus over the cyclic vertical compression testing (left) and dissipated energy in each loading-unloading cycle (right) (300 kPa).
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